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Abstract
Photoanodes for water-splitting applications were produced by coating acid-treated Ti slabs
using an aqueous dispersion of TiO2, polyvinyl alcohol and glycerol. Such components were
adjusted to achieve a lower viscosity at a 10 s-1 shear rate, considered as representative of the
dip-coating application, for the sake of reducing the final coating thickness while increasing its
quality.
A correlation was found between the thickness of the oxide layer and the percentage of area
occupied by the crevices, which appeared, during the thermal treatment, as an effect of the liquid
phase removal. Also, the adhesion appeared to be strongly related to the cracking phenomena,
since less cracked samples withstood much lower weight losses during the adhesion tests.
The lower adhesion of thicker coatings was found to affect the photo-catalytic performances of
the photoanodes, showing lower photocurrents and efficiencies when compared with thinner
ones.
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1. Introduction
The world’s need for energy is growing with its population and most of this hunger is still fed
using fossil fuels as oil, coal and natural gas. The expected future developments, as technology
becomes even more invasive of every aspect of life, are of an even larger energy intake. Even if
the non-renewable sources are, up to now, the larger energy source, representing the 80 % of the
global consumption, a lot of research has been performed in the direction of the so called “clean
fuels”.
The 2017 International Energy Outlook reports the renewable energies as the world’s fastestgrowing energy source [1], with a rate of increase larger than the nuclear energy.
One of the main issues with the renewable power sources, taking solar energy as an example, is
that their product needs to be used immediately or stored in a suitable way. Energy storage,
indeed, is a crucial problem which leads to an extensive research in the fields of batteries and
fuels that can stock the outcome of renewable power plants to use it at a later stage. One of the
means that have been detected as candidates for the stocking process is hydrogen. The
importance of hydrogen, it being an energy carrier, is strongly related to its production process.
Up to now, the 75 % of the hydrogen production is carried out using fossil sources mainly by
steam methane reforming or, in smaller amounts, by water electrolysis [2].
Photo-electrochemical water-splitting is a hydrogen production method known since the 70’s,
and developed for the first time in the 1972 by Fujishima and Honda [3]. This application
involves the use of a semiconductor with a suitable band structure to catalyze the water
electrolysis. This process takes place in a photo-electrochemical cell (PEC) [4] which is
essentially made of two electrodes, with one of them being coated with a photo-active material,
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immersed in a water electrolyte solution and connected to a potentiostat, which is used to
regulate the potential drop and to measure the generated current.
Usually the photo-active electrode is the anode [5] and it is made of a metallic support coated
with a semiconductor. The choice for the semiconductor is not a trivial one, since it has to
comply with some key properties in order to be effective as a photocatalyst, concerning its band
structure, its stability in aqueous environments and its corrosion resistance [6-8]. The first
semiconductor used by Fujishima and Honda [3] for this purpose was titanium dioxide, and it has
become, during the years, the reference material of this particular field of application [9-14] due
to its chemical stability, non-toxicity, high resistance to photocorrosion and low cost.
Unfortunately, TiO2 suffers from severe limitations, the two most important ones being the poor
activation by visible light and the low overall efficiency which is affected by the high degree of
recombination between the photogenerated charge carriers (electron-hole pairs). Accordingly,
various approaches have been proposed to improve the PEC performance of TiO2, such as TiO2
doping/sensitization to shift the absorption from UV towards the visible light [15], and
controlling photocatalyst structure and morphology to improve charge transport [16].
In the latter case, one way to increase the efficiency of a photoanode involves the deposition of a
nanostructured coating in order to create a preferential pathway for the electrons, increasing the
mean free path and preventing recombination phenomena [13, 17, 18]. Unfortunately, most of
these applications, such as sputtering [19], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [11] or pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) [20], often require a very high technology level and a consequently high
production cost [21].
This research work was focused on the study of a very cheap coating method which can be easily
implemented in mass-production: dip coating [12, 22-25].
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The main objective was to check if there was any room for improvement of samples produced
using the aforementioned coating technique and to understand how the coating features, such as
thickness, cracking, adhesion, could be relevant in the determination of its photocatalytic
activity. Cracking phenomena are unavoidable when dealing with deposition of dispersed
particles and can be detrimental and pronounced depending on the ratio of components in the
slurry formulation and operating conditions of both coating and thermal treatment process. The
number and the size of generated surface cracks is strongly influenced by thickness of the
deposited layer which in turn can lead to better or worse adhesion.
We used a quantitative method, which consisted in post-processing of SEM images of the
samples surfaces, to evaluate the entity of the cracks formed during the thermal treatment. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no study in literature that analyzes how the cracking phenomena
in thin films of TiO2 can affect the photocatalytic performances. In this respect, this work does
not want to be a further improvement on the state of the art of TiO2 catalyzed water splitting, but
tries to put a focus on a common issue [25-28] of dip-coated TiO2 thin films and its effect in their
photo-catalytic performances. The study focuses on the importance of reducing dynamic
viscosity of particles dispersion in order to get a thinner and more adhering coating which would
present a low content of cracks. Thus it is not related to a systematic analysis about the best
composition needed to achieve the lowest viscosity, rather it has been intended as a preliminary
attempt to investigate the effect of the coating features on photoelectrochemical performances.

2. Experimental
Photoanodes were produced by dip-coating of a metallic Ti substrate with TiO2. 4 cm2 Ti slabs
were obtained by cutting Ti foils of 0.25 mm thickness (Sigma Aldrich). Slabs were etched in 20
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ml of HCl 37 % w/w (Sigma Aldrich) at 35 °C for 4 hours [29]. After the treatment, the slabs
were rinsed in deionized water to remove acid residues.
Ti slabs were coated with titanium dioxide (Degussa P25) with a composition corresponding to
70 % anatase and 30 % rutile, an average particle size lower than 25 nm and a surface area of 3565 m2/g (BET). Coating slurries were obtained according to an already developed procedure
[30]. Briefly, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (Mowiol® 8-88, 67000 g·mol-1, Sigma Aldrich) was
dissolved in deionized water in a round bottom flask equipped with a Vigreux column and heated
at 85 °C for 1 hour under continuous stirring. The obtained solution was cooled down to room
temperature and, afterwards, glycerol (GLY) (Sigma Aldrich, 86-89 % w/w water solution), and
TiO2 powder were added. The slurry was transferred into a polyethylene flask, added with
zirconia spheres as grinding bodies and milled using a ball mill for 4 hours (rotation rate: 50
rpm). Then, the mixture was de-foamed by adding small amount of ethanol.
Starting from the initial composition reported in Table 1 [30], different slurry formulations were
studied by varying the glycerol content from 14.68 g to 5.51 g and the PVA from 1.48 g to 0.37
g. TiO2 content and water, instead, were kept constant for all the formulations, equal to 5 g and
7.5 g, respectively.
Table 1. Recipe for the starting TiO2 mixture.

GLY/TiO2

H2O/TiO2

PVA/(H2O+GLY)

TiO2

GLY

H2O

PVA

[g/g]

[g/g]

[% wt]

[g]

[g]

[g]

[g]

2.20

1.50

4

5

11.01

7.5

0.74

Slurries viscosity was measured using a rotational rheometer (Stresstech 550, Reologica
Instruments). The stability dispersions was assessed using test tubes technique and checking if
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solid settling or clarification has occurred at different time [31]. All the dispersions did not show
any visible sign of sedimentation, even after 48 hours, the full duration of the tests.
The coating process was carried out using a home-made dip-coater. The withdrawal velocity was
set to 10 cm/min and after deposition the sample was left in vertical position (15 min) to drain
excess slurry.
Coated slabs were heat-treated according to the following procedure in order to remove organic
species and to enhance mechanical and electronic inter-particle connectivity: from room
temperature to 100 °C (1 °C/min, 1 hour of dwelling time), from 100 °C to 300 °C (3 °C/min, 1
hour of dwelling time) and from 300 °C to 400 °C (1 °C/min, 1 hour of dwelling time), which
was considered an optimal temperature for such treatment upon performing thermogravimetric
analyses (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).
Etched Ti slabs and final samples were characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM),
using a Zeiss EVO 50 EP. Several images were taken to evaluate the quality of the coating
surface as well as cracking phenomena; deposited layers thickness was detected and measured
after sintering from cross-section images.
Coating adhesion was verified by ultrasound bath test according to references [30, 32]. SEM
images were analyzed using an image processing software (ImageJ). A color threshold was
imposed to discriminate the darker areas (crevices) from the lighter ones (solid film).
The PEC water splitting behavior of the TiO2 photoanodes was investigated in KOH aqueous
solution (0.1 M) with a three-electrode cell equipped with a flat quartz window (see experimental
setup sketched in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Photo-electrochemical cell (PEC) setup used to test the sample.

Border inhomogeneity effects of the samples were masked with an insulating tape leaving a
working area of 1 cm2. A platinum grid and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used as
counter and reference electrode, respectively. A 300 W xenon arc lamp and AM1.5G filter (Lot
Quantum Design LSZ389) were used as light source. A light intensity of 96000 W cm-2 was
measured, prior to the experiments, using a light meter HD2302.0 (Delta OHM). The
performance of the TiO2 photoanodes was evaluated by measuring photocurrents under an
external bias [5, 33-35] provided by a potentiostat (Amel 7050) performing potential ramps from
−0.8 V to about 0.5 V, with a scan rate of 5 mV/s.
The photocurrent results were used to calculate the photoconversion efficiency (η %) according
to equation (1), which takes into account not only the power light, but also the external potential
applied to the electrode [36, 37],

(1)
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where J is the photocurrent density (Wcm-2), E° =1.23 V is the standard reversible potential for
water splitting, │Eapp│ is the external applied potential, evaluated as the difference between the
measured potential (V) vs. SCE and the Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) under the irradiated power
light, and I is the incident light power density.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Support pre-treatment
Support pre-treatment is required to favor coating adhesion [29]. Accordingly, slabs were treated
in HCl for 4 hours at 35 °C and the effect of the etching was investigated by SEM analysis both
in direct and backscattering mode. Images are compared in Fig. 2. It is evident that (Fig. 2a) in
pristine Ti slabs only traces of manufacturing (e.g. lamination) are present. The surface is planar
and quite homogeneous without cracks, holes or crevices. Upon treatment in HCl for 4 hours the
formation of surface roughness occurred (Fig. 2b). This effect is expected to favor the contact
between the support and the coating layer, thus improving TiO2 adhesion. From a chemical point
of view, we can refer to backscattering measurements (Fig. 2c), where the existence of a
corrosion byproduct at the surface can be supposed.
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Fig. 2. SEM image of Ti slabs: a) untreated surface; b) upon 4 hours of HCl treatment and c) upon 4 hours of HCl
treatment in backscattering mode.

We could not measure the potential of the whole system, so only a tentative hypothesis can be
made about the nature of such product. Considering the experimental conditions and the Ti
Pourbaix diagrams [39], it might be identified as both a titanium hydride or oxide, depending on
the generated potential [38-40]. Anyway, the formation of an oxide layer is supposed to be more
likely due to the low temperature used for the etching process (higher temperatures would lead to
higher chances to form TiHx [40]).

3.2 Slurry formulation
Slurry composition and stability are crucial when performing dip-coating, since the concentration
of each component can modify the rheological behavior of the mixture, thus affecting the coating
process.
The composition was selected on the basis of previous results obtained on slurry formulation for
other ceramic oxides [41]. Moreover, the stability of the mixture was assessed through
sedimentation tests, by filling a test tube and monitoring the eventual clarification of the upper
part of the solution. No clarification was visible during sedimentation, even after 48 hours.
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Therefore, it was concluded that slurries were stable enough and proper to be used in the coating
deposition process.
Considering the final target, i.e. the achievement of homogeneous thin layers strongly bonded to
the substrate, a study was carried out to pursue lower thicknesses by decreasing slurry viscosity,
according to dip-coating theory [42]. Indeed, for Newtonian fluids, the Landau-Levich equation
(Eq. 2) relates the thickness of the wet layers (h0) deposited on a substrate by dip-coating to the
viscosity and withdrawal velocity during deposition [42, 43]:
(2)
where c is a proportionality constant related to the curvature of the dynamic meniscus, u the
withdrawal velocity, g the gravitational constant, μ, γlv and ρ are the dynamic viscosity, the
surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface and the density of the dispersion, respectively.
A similar relationship has been found in the literature also in case of non-Netwonian fluids [44]:
the Landau-Levich equation has to be properly modified to model the phenomenon, but the
proportionality is preserved. Accordingly, thinner layers can be obtained managing slurry
viscosity.
The relationship between viscosity and deposited layer thickness is true for the “wet” layer. After
the heat treatment the film thickness will decrease depending on the loading of solid particles,
porosity and slurry composition. However, in this work the loading of TiO2 was constant,
therefore the change in thickness can be related to change in dispersant and rheology modulator.
From the experimental point of view, several slurries were prepared by modifying the starting
composition (Table 2). Viscosity was tested with particular attention to the value corresponding
at shear rate 10 s-1 which is indeed that of interest for the dip-coating application.
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Table 2. Composition and corresponding viscosity at shear rate 10 s-1.

Dispersion

GLY
[g]

PVA
[g]

GLY
[wt %]

PVA
[wt %]

TiO2
[wt %]

W
[wt %]

Viscosity at 10 s-1
[Pa·s]

Slurry 1

11.01

0.37

46.11

1.55

20.94

31.41

0.40

Slurry 2

11.01

0.74

45.40

3.05

20.62

30.93

0.74

Slurry 3

11.01

1.11

44.72

4.51

20.31

30.46

3.93

Slurry 4

11.01

1.48

44.06

5.92

20.01

30.01

4.14

Slurry 5

5.51

0.52

29.74

2.81

26.98

40.47

1.76

Slurry 6

7.34

0.59

35.93

2.89

24.47

36.71

0.25

Slurry 7

14.68

0.89

52.30

3.17

17.81

26.72

0.72

Albeit preliminary, some significant results were found and a rough rheology-composition
correlation was found, mainly due to PVA and glycerol content, being water/TiO2 ratio fixed at
1.5 for all the samples. Glycerol and PVA, necessary to obtain dispersion of the powder and a
stable slurry, exert two different effects, i.e. once fixed glycerol, addition of PVA increases
viscosity (please compare slurries at constant GLY, Table 2), while the effect of glycerol cannot
be assessed precisely with the performed tests or directly correlated to rheology, but it seems that
a higher amount of such compound does not result in a corresponding high viscosity. Indeed,
PVA acts as a rheology modulator while glycerol has been used as a dispersant for steric
stabilization. Therefore, the final rheological behavior is the combination of these effects. Due to
slurry complexity, it appears very challenging to design a model of the phenomena which
contribute to the achievement of the final rheological behavior of the slurry. Considering only
data here reported it is hard to rule out a clear relationship: a larger and deeper work has to be
done that is out of scope of this preliminary investigation. Based on the data in Table 2, the most
proper slurry was apparently Slurry 6, whose viscosity at a shear rate of 10 s-1 was 0.25 (Pa·s),
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i.e. the lowest obtained with the compositions here reported. It seems that a threshold limit value
for PVA does exist over that a sharp increase of viscosity happens. Indeed, for Slurry 6, PVA
percentage stays below that limit (the one of Slurry 3), glycerol is reduced with respect to
slurries showing a higher viscosity and water weight percentage is higher, which can result in a
decrease of viscosity.
Anyway, to verify if the expected viscosity-thickness correlation was true also for these slurry
compositions, viscosity at a 10 s-1 shear rate and final layer thickness were plotted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Layer thickness as function of the slurry viscosity. The data have been fitted using a y=1/exp(x) curve.

It is evident that lower viscosity results in lower thickness. Layer thickness increases very
quickly with viscosity increase in the range 0.2-1 Pa·s, suggesting that a strong influence of
rheology is present for slurries with these compositions. On increasing viscosity, thickness
apparently tends to reach a plateau value where viscosity influence is decreased and very thick
coatings are obtained.
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The other parameter to be accounted for Landau-Levich model, i.e. withdrawal velocity, was
found to exert a very low influence: a thickness increase of 2 ± 1 μm (i.e. from roughly 10 μm up
to about 12 μm) was observed by doubling the withdrawal velocity (i.e from 10 cm/min to 20
cm/min), as shown in Supplementary Material (Fig. S2). According to literature findings [30], it
seems that tuning the blend composition is the most effective way of controlling the final coating
thickness.

3.3 Coating
The coating deposition was carried out using the procedure described in the experimental
section. Subsequently the samples were thermally treated to consolidate the TiO2 layer and to
eliminate the other reactants. The intrinsic issue to be dealt with, when drying a liquid film, is
cracking. This cracking phenomenon is often referred as “mud-cracking” and it is caused by the
capillary forces due to the evaporation of the liquid phase from inside the powder bed [45-47].
Being the cracking phenomenon related to the amount of liquid to be evolved, a relation can be
expressed, through an energy balance and the use of Griffith’s fracture mechanics, which links
the cracks arising to a critical value of the humid film thickness [46].
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Fig. 4. SEM images showing surface cracks belonging to photoanodes with different thickness: (a) 6 μm, (b) 9 μm,
(c) 33 μm.

SEM characterization was performed on the surfaces of final specimens with different thickness
and a clear difference in cracks dimension and cracking extension was detected (Fig. 4). The
surfaces were analyzed by means of an image processing program (ImageJ): a color threshold
was imposed on several images of the coated oxide layers in order to detect the percentage of
area occupied by the crevices (darker zones). This last value was plotted as a function of layer
thickness (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Percentage of area occupied by the crevices as a function of the photo-catalytic layer thickness. The data
have been fitted using a y=1/exp(x) curve.

The graph clearly states that the thicker the coating, the more relevant the cracking phenomena
are. Such a delamination of the surface, due to the rapid evaporation of the solvent, could lead to
a worse adhesion of the layer. A bad adhesion of the layer to the substrate could result in a worse
electrical contact between the two photoanode components, thus worsening the photoelectrochemical performance of the material. To better analyze this phenomenon, adhesion tests
were performed on the coated specimens; results are reported in Fig. 6, where images of the real
coating, before and after adhesion test, are displayed.
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Fig. 6. Weight loss percentage upon adhesion test as a function of the coating layer thickness (left); Images of the
samples before and after the adhesion tests (right).

A linear correlation was found between weight loss and layer thickness, i.e. cracking
phenomena. Thinner, thus less cracked coated layers, could resist better the sonication, showing
lower weight losses. This reflected in a higher quality, more homogeneous surface of the final
coating that, being able to resist to the intense stress effects of the sonication process, confirmed
its strong adhesion to the substrate. Such samples were those of choice for the photocatalytic
application.
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3.4 Photo-electrochemical tests
The photo-electrochemical activity of selected samples, reported in Table 3, towards water
splitting reaction, was investigated in a photo-electrochemical cell in the presence of 0.1 M KOH
electrolyte.
Table 3. Characteristics summary of the PEC-tested samples.

Label

Superficial
treatment

Ti-untr

none

PVA [%]

Ball milling
[h]

11.01

4

HCl 4h

23 ± 2 μm

Ti-11

11 ± 2 μm
2

11.01

Ti-9

9 ± 2 μm
HCl 4h

4

Ti-7

7 ± 1 μm
4

Ti-4

Photocatalytic layer
thickness
22 ± 2 μm

4
Ti-tr

Glyc [g]

7.34
4 ± 1 μm

First of all, the effect of the applied surface treatment on the photoresponse was investigated. For
this purpose, the behavior of two samples obtained with different surface treatments while using
the same dispersion for coating was analyzed. In particular, one sample (thereafter denoted as Tiuntr) was just cleaned with acetone before being coated while the other (thereafter denoted as Titr) was previously etched in HCl for 4 hours at 35 °C. For the sake of comparison, two samples
with very similar thickness were considered. The results obtained over both samples in terms of
photocurrent results and corresponding photoconversion efficiencies are shown in Fig. 7a and 7b,
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respectively. For comparison purpose a typical result obtained under dark condition is also
reported in Fig. 7a.

Fig. 7. (a) current density curves vs applied voltage, (b) efficiency of the two samples in function of the applied
potential.

Of note, in the absence of light illumination, negligible photocurrent is observed over the whole
investigated potential range (less than 1 μA cm-2), indicating that no reaction occurred at the
photoanodes under dark conditions. On the contrary, upon illumination, photocurrent generation
is observed over both Ti-untr and Ti-tr samples, due to charge carriers (i.e. electron-holes pairs)
generation from the incident light and the subsequent water oxidation at the photoanodes by
holes. However, photocurrent curves are quite different in the two cases.
In the case of Ti-untr sample the photocurrent onset potential was observed near −0.41 V; then
the photocurrent density gradually increased with the applied potential because of the increased
charge carriers separation under the effect of the applied bias [48-50], finally reaching a near
saturation condition, where the effect of the applied potential becomes less significant. However,
very low photocurrent densities were measured through all the potential window in this case,
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reaching values lower than 5 A cm-2 at 0.5 V. Accordingly, very low photoconversion
efficiencies were calculated, i.e. showing a maximum near 0.01 %.
Notably, the photoresponse increased for the Ti-tr sample. As a matter of fact the photocurrent
onset was observed at a lower potential value (i.e. −0.63 V) and a saturated photocurrent density
higher than 5 A cm-2 was measured at 0.5 V. Accordingly, higher photoconversion efficiencies
were obtained in this case, which suggests a more efficient generation, transfer of
photogenerated charge carriers and minor recombination losses [51-53].
Accordingly, this indicates that the acid treatment had a positive effect on the photoanode
performances. The reasons for this improvement can be found in the higher area of contact
between the coating and the support (due to the increased roughness of the latter) and in the
presence of a passive layer on top of the Ti, which could induce a stronger bonding of the
semiconductor to the metallic slab.
On the basis of the above results, the effect of film thickness on the photoresponses was further
investigated. For this purpose, the behavior of samples obtained with the same surface treatment
but using different dispersion (i.e. resulting in different thickness) was analyzed. Fig. 8a and 8b
show the photocurrent and the photoconversion efficiency results for samples with thickness of
ca. 4, 7, 9 and 11 m (thereafter denoted as Ti-4, Ti-7, Ti-9, Ti-11, respectively). For comparison
purpose the results are also summarized in Table 4.
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Fig. 8. Photocurrents (a) and efficiency (b) curves in function of the applied voltage. The reported samples are
characterized by different oxide layer thicknesses.

As it clearly appears from Fig. 8a, the photocurrent onset is approximately the same (i.e., near
−0.70 V) for all the samples; however, a clear effect of film thickness on the photoresponse is
visible. The best performance was obtained with the Ti-4 sample (i.e. the thinnest sample), for
which the highest photocurrent densities were measured in the whole potential window, i.e.
reaching values near 30 A cm-2 at 0.5 V. Accordingly, the highest photoconversion efficiency
was measured in this case, i.e. near 0.018 % (Fig. 8b). Besides, upon moving from sample Ti-4
to sample Ti-11 (i.e. from ca. 4 to ca. 11 m of thickness), the photoresponse was remarkably
decreased. In particular, a photocurrent density of roughly 6μA cm−2 at 0.5 V was measured for
sample Ti-11, which is ca. five times lower if compared to sample Ti-4. This was confirmed by
the corresponding lower photoconversion efficiency (i.e. near 0.004 %).
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Table 4. Photoelectrochemical properties of samples showing a different oxide layer thickness.

Sample

Ti-11

Ti-9

Ti-7

Ti-4

Thickness [μm]

11 ± 2

9±2

7±1

4±1

Max photocurrent density [μA/cm2]

6±1

8±1

17 ± 1

28 ± 1

Max efficiency [%]

0.004

0.006

0.009

0.018

The above results indicate a strong dependence of the photoelectrochemical performances on
sample thickness, at least in the investigated range of thickness. This clearly appears from Fig. 9,
where the photocurrent densities at 0.5 V and the maximum photocurrent efficiencies are shown
as a function of the oxide layer thickness, respectively. Notably, a linear dependency is evident.
A possible explanation to this trend can be found in the better adhesion and lower cracking of the
thinner oxide layers. Thicker layers are less bonded to the conductor material, probably because
the stresses generated during the coating consolidation may cause a partial detachment of the
semiconductor near the cracks. Lower adhesion between Ti and TiO2 is a symptom of an
inefficient electrical contact between the photoanode constituents, which can lead to greater
recombination at the interface and lower charge mobility.
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Fig. 9. Maximum photo-current density (a) and reached efficiency (b) as a function of the oxide layer thickness.

Besides, several works on TiO2-based materials reported a strong correlation between film
thickness and photo-response pointing out the existence of an optimum thickness value as a
result of an optimal balance between charge carrier lifetime and light absorption [5, 54-56].
These results can be also considered as a starting point for future investigations on photoanodes
produced with this technique, approaching lower oxide layer thicknesses.

4. Conclusions
TiO2 layers deposition was performed on titanium slabs upon treatment in HCl. Such a treatment
was able to increase metal surface roughness and to enhance the adhesion between the metal slab
and the coated oxide film. This had a relevant effect on the photoelectrochemical properties, as
the treated samples showed better photocatalytic performances during the tests.
Starting from a recipe developed in a previous work, which implies the use of polyvinyl alcohol
and glycerol, the TiO2 powder was dispersed in water solution. Moreover, a tuning of the slurry
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formulation was made to achieve lower viscosities at a shear rate of 10 s-1 (a reference shear rate
for the dip-coating technique). The samples coated with the less viscous slurry were the ones
with the thinner resulting oxide layers.
The quality of the coating, in terms of percentage of area occupied by the crevices was assessed
by SEM images of the coating surface. The thinner oxide layers showed a lower extent of the
cracking phenomena, which was reflected in better endurance during the adhesion tests.
During the photo-electrochemical tests, the effect of the acid treatment on the performances was
investigated and it was found that the treated sample performed much better than the untreated
one in terms of efficiency. The effect of thickness on the photo-electrochemical efficiencies was
also analyzed, achieving, for the photoanode showing the thinnest coating (≈ 4 μm), an
efficiency nearly 5 times larger than the one registered for the thickest one. This result could be
explained by a better adhesion and electrical contact between the oxide layer and the metallic
substrate when reducing coating thickness.
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